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ABSTRACT 

Calculation of neutral beam deposition and heating in stellarators 
is oomplioated by the twisty stel larator geometry and by the usual beam 
focusing, divergence, and cross-sectional shape considerations. A new 
deposition code has been written that takes a l l of this geometry into 
aooount. A unique feature of this code is that it. gives particle 
deposition in f ie ld - l ine coordinates, enabling the thermalization 
problem to be solved more e f f ic ient ly . 

v 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the complex three-dimensional geometry of the magnetic 
field lines in stellarators and torsatrons, it becomes necessary to 
resort to numerical techniques to predict neutral beam deposition and 
heating in these machines. It is much simpler and more efficient to 
simulate the orbits of fast ions as they slow down in the plasma if one 
uses the magnetic coordinate system developed by Allen Boozer.1 

However, real Cartesian coordinates are much more suitable for 
following the neutral atoms in the beam as they stream into the plasma 
since neutral atoms feel no force from the magnetic field. Thus, an 
important part of a numerical neutral beam heating calculation in 
stellarators is the mapping of a fast ion birth position in real space 
to the corresponding posit ion in magnet ic coordinates. We have 
modified part of an existing Monte Carlo code NFREKA,2 which was 
originally used to calculate beam heating in tokamaks, so that it 
generates fast ion birth distributions in real space coordinates and 
maps these birth points to magnetic coordinates. In addition, we have 
used these birth distributions as input data for the code ORBITX,3 

which simulates the orbits of fast ions as they slow down in the 
plasma, employing a random pitch angle scattering algorithm to 
determine beam deposition and heating profiles. 

In Sect. 2 we discuss the crucial subroutine that converts real 
space coordinates to magnetic coordinates. In Sect. 3 we present the 
results of the calculation: pencil-beam and fat-beam birth profiles and 
power, fast ion, and thermal ion deposition profiles. Section 4 
contains some brief conclusions. 

The calculation presented in this paper is for an I = 2, m = 12 
continuous torsatron whose parameters are listed in Appendix A. 
Appendix B contains a description of how to run the codes. 

1 
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2. THE SUBROUTINE MAGMAP 

We oall the subroutine that maps real space to magnetic field-line 
spaoe "MAGMAP." The mapping oan be represented symbolically as 

T: (R,z,$) -»• (ip,6,4>) , 

where (R,z,4) are the traditional cylindrical coordinates centered on 
the center of the machine and are the ourvilinear field-line 
coordinates devised by Boozer1 (see Fig. 1). 

The inverse transformation is available ln the form of a Fourier 
series expansion, with Fourier coefficients for B, R, z, and » 
generated numerically using fast Fourier transform methods. ** The 
inverse transformation can be written: 

R(i|>,6,<|>) = I Rmn(i|0cos(n<|> - mQ) 

T"1: z(<|>,6,40 = I zmn(i|0sin(n<|> - m0) 

*<i|>,e»4>) = 4> + I •Bn(t)sin(n* - m9) 

The Fourier coefficients are determined by Fourier analyzing R, x, and 
• as the B field lines are followed ln a vacuum field-line code. ** 

MAGMAP uses a simple search and iteration scheme. Given a point 
(RQ,ZQ,«Q) in real spaoe, the prooedure is as follows: 

1. Set = *q (a good approximation for the type of configuration 
studied). 

2. Form a grid ln ( 0 ) space for <|> = ^ (Fig. 2). Search along the 
grid, computing R(+,6,<t>) and z(i|>t0,4) at each grid point, until a 
(•l»0l) pair is found suoh that 
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IR - R0I < eR , 

|z - z0! < ez . 

3. For ( • @i«<>i) compute If I* - *0i < e^, then 
( » e1» ) is the corresponding point in field-line space (within 
the tolerances specified by the e's). If - 4q{ > then 
Newton's method is employed to determine a new guess for 41: 

h = <h + • 

With this new guess for the code returns to step 2 and begins, 
again, using a new grid in (^jS) corresponding to <fr = ^ . 

MAGMAP transforms a point in real space to field-line coordinates 
typically in a few seconds on the CRAY computer with eR = Ez = 1 mm and 
e4 = 0.001 rad. 

3. RESULTS OF THi' CALCULATION 

3.1 PENCIL-BEAM FAST ION BIRTH PROFILES 

Fast ion birth profiles can be computed easily for a beam 
following a tangential chord through the plasma and are useful for 
congjarison with the more elaborate Monte Carlo birth profiles for nfat" 
beams (see Sect. 4). 
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A neutral bean of zero thlokness Is attenuated according to the 
relation 

0 e 

where Nfe(t) Is the neutral particle current at position t along the 
beam path, D(t) Is the absorption decrement given by 

D(t) = f* , 
' 0 *(f) ' 

with X(t) as the mean free path of a fast neutral atom at position t, 
and Iq is the neutral beam source current. 

The rate at which fast ions are born In the plasma is equal to 
that at which neutral atoms are lost in the plasma: 

d ^ 
dt dt 

H b 

XCt) 

-D(t) 

A(t) 

It is easy to numerically integrate D(t) along a tangential chord 
through the plasma if one assumes density and temperature profiles. 
For example, we take 
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Figure 3 shows i|/ along a tangential chord through the plasma, and 
Fig. 4 shows a fast ion birth profile for this pencil beam. 

3.2 FAT-BEAM FAST ION BIRTH PROFILES 

To determine a fast ion birth profile for a neutral beam that has 
width, one can choose either of two methods: (1) by taking a weighted 
average of many pencil-beam birth profiles or (2) by simulating neutral 
atoms streaming from a source and ionizing in the plasma using Monte 
Carlo methods. We choose the latter because it takes into account 
geometric realities such as angular beam divergence and focusing and 
because it produces a statistically correct distribution of ion birth 
locations that can be used in an orbit code. The generation of a Monte 
Carlo fat-beam birth profile is done by the code FREYMAP, which is a 
combination of the beam heating code NFREYA (written by R. H. Fowler et 
al. for tokaraak geometry2) and the subroutine MAGMAP. This code 
simulates a realistic neutral beam ionizing in the plasma, Including 
the effects of beam divergence, focusing, and current profile. 

The resulting fast ion birth profile can be viewed as a histogram 
(Fig. 5), which looks qualitatively like the pencil-beam profile. 
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3.3 NEUTRAl BEAM POWER DEPOSITION 

Onoe a statistically correct distribution of fast ion birth 
positions is determined, the code ORBITX3 can be used to follow fast 
ion orbits, slow them down, and employ random pitch angle scattering. 

Perpendicularly injected partioles are not well contained; they 
become helically trapped and drift out of the machine (Fig. 6). 
Tangentially injected particles are well contained and are predicted to 
heat the plasma well (Fig. 7). 

Three items are particularly important: (1) the power deposition 
into the plasma, (2) the distribution of fast ions as they slow down in 
the plasma, and (3) the distribution of thermal ions left in the plasma 
by the neutral beam (plasma fueling). Figures 8, 9, and 10 are plots 
of these quantities as functions of ty. They show that of the 95 out of 
100 beam particles ionized in the plasma all are contained and heat the 
plasma well, with the beam power peaked at the axis of the machine 
(t|» = 0) and with the electrons and ions in the plasma sharing the 
initial heating equally. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The above calculations show that tangential neutral beam Injection 
should heat an Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF) torsatron plasma quite 
well, for linear density and temperature profiles, with 95% of the beam 
absorbed by the plasma at 5 * 1013_cm-3 peai£ density, and f c heating 
peaked near the center of the plasma. 
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Appendix A: PARAMETERS OF THE l = 2, m = 12 TORSATRON 

The results presented in this paper have been calculated for an 
£ = 2, m = 12 continuous torsatron with the following parameters: 

R = 1.75 m, 

a = 0.15-0.30 m (elliptic plasma cross section), 

®axis = 2' 8 T' 
i/2 it = 0.32 in center of plasma, 

= 0.98 at the outer flux surface. 
The parameters for the neutral beam simulated by the codes are as 

follows: 
Eq = 10 keV (full beam energy), 
40? of beam particles have energy Eg, 
30% of beam particles have energy Eq/2, 
30? of beam particles have energy Eq/3, 
20-cm-diam circular source, 
1.5° horizontal and vertical beam divergence, 
370 cm between source and focal point. 
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Appendix B: COMPUTER CODES 
The conputer codes which I have used to make the calculations 

presented here reside on the MFECC CRAY machine, in the filem space 
of user 246, directory .nbheat. They are: 

MAPTST - a code for mapping a point in (R,z,4) space to 
(\|>,6,<t>) space interactively. This code is used 
to test grid sizes for the MAGMAP routine and to 
map points whioh were left unmapped by the fast ion 
birth point generator. 

DATASET - a cosmos job file containing the codes BIGHARMS and 
SPLHAR, which determines the large Fourier components 
and splines them in the <|> coordinate. 

PENCIL - a cosmos job file containing the codes BEAM and BIRTH, 
which maps a tangential chord through the plasma into 
field-line coordinates and determines a pencil-beam 
birth profile along that chord. 

FAT - a cosmos job file containing the codes MCFOR30 and 
FREYMAP, which determines a sample of fast ion birth 
points and maps them to field-line coordinates for a 
realistic, fat neutral beam entering the plasma. 

BEAM131 - a cosmos job file containing the code ORBITH, which 
follows the orbits of fast ions whose starting points 
were generated by FAT, slowing them down and scattering 
them in pitch angle, determining the power, fast ion, 
and thermal ion deposition profiles which result. 

These codes all use NAMB.IST-style data input and contain comments at 
he top of the files and in the namelists themselves. To explain how 
hese codes are run, I reproduce these comments below. 

/Job file DATASET - S. Hokin, August 1982, ORNL. 
/ This job file sets up the harmonic information for the neutral 
/beam codes contained in the jobs PENCIL, FAT, and, BEAM131• 
/ This Job reads in the Fourier coefficients for the desired 
/configuration from Viokie Lynch*s file space (e.g. file DC12A). 
/It renames this file HARMS. 
/ The first code in the Job file finds the Fourier coefficients which 
/are greater than 1.0e-04 in absolute value and places the m and n 
/nunbers for these coefficients in the sequential file MMOUT. 
/The second code reads in MMOUT and splines these large coefficients 
/using the subroutine CURV1. It places the spline derivatives into 
/the sequential file YPS. Finally, the data is placed into the user's 
/filem space. 
/ Note that this job requires no input from the user other than 
/a specification of the original file of Fourier coefficients. 
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•/Job file PENCIL - S. Hokin, August 1982, ORNI . 
•/ This Job file calculates a pencil beam fast ion birth profile 
•/and prints out the corresponding plots. 
•/ The Job reads in the needed harmonio data from the user's 
•/filem space, and uses the namelist. input files BEAMIN and BIRTHIN to 
•/set the required parameters. BEAMIN and BIRTHIN are self-describing. 
•/ Output from PENCII consists of plots of psi along beam path and 
•/fast ion births along the beam path, 
•file name=beamin 

rraa*:2.2, 
rbtnin=1.7, 
zb=0., 
phirt=0.2, 
ndelth=6, ndth=5, ndpsi=18 

$end 
The above is input data for the program BEAM. 

rmax = maximum major radius of plasma (beamline starts here), 
rbmin = maj. . adiua at point of tangency, meters, 
zb = height of beam above magnetic axis, meters, 
phirt = real phi value at point of tangency, radians, 
ndelth, ndth, ndpsi = grid parameters for routine MAGMAP. 

note: for DC12A data, irup is set manually to 18 (Instead of 20) 
because last two flux surfaces have bad harmonics. Search for 
"irup=l8" in any codes and get rid of it if other data is used 

•file name=birthin 
dens=5.00e+13, 
te= 1.00, 
e0=U0., 
ibeamfr=40,30,30 

$end 
The above data is input for the code BIRTH, 

dens = plasma peak density, cm#a-3. 
te = electron temperature, keV. 
e0 = beam full energy, keV. 
ibeamfr = full-, half-, and third-energy neutral fluxes, %. 

•/Job file FAT - S. Hokin, August 1982, ORNL. 
•/ This Job file calculates a Monte Carlo fast ion birth distribution 
•/for a realistic, fat neutral beam. 
•/ The code HCF0R30 creates the equilibrium data for the code 
•/FREYMAP, using the namelist input file f«C30IN, which is self-describing. 
•/The equilibriun data goes into a file called FOR30. 
•/ The code FREYMAP calculates the fast ion birth distribution and 
•/makes a histogram birth profile plot, plus plots of density and 
•/temperature vs. psi. It uses the namelist input file FORI7, which 
•/is self-describing. HOWEVER, with a Tairly efficient grid for the 
•/MAGMAP subroutine (which maps (R,z,phireal) to (psl,theta,phi)) 
•/FREYMAP will not successfully map all of the birth points to field-
•/line coordinates, and the code MAPTST must be used Interactively to 
•/map these points. If a very fine grid is used in the MAGMAP subroutine 
•/in FREYMAP, all of the birth points will be mapped to (psi,theta,phi) 
•/space, but at ouch higher computing cost. It is recommended that 
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*/the user use the routine MAPTST to map those hard-to-map birth points 
•/and save oomputlng time. 
•/ Output from FREYMAP consists of the plots, the file F0R10, which 
•/oontalns the mapped and unmapped birth points, and the file F0R09 
•/whloh contains birth points in (psi,thet.a,phi) space to be used ln 
•/the orblt/heating code in the job file BEAM131. 
•/ The Job file stores the output ln the user*s filem space. 
*flle name=mk30in 

mf=41, 
psicut=4.220044e-01, psimin=0., 
rmin=130., rmax=220., 
anin=-40., zmax=+40., 
teOkev= 1.0, 
xn0=5.00e+13 

lend 
The above data is input for the code MCF0R30, which sets 
up the plasma equilibrium for FREYMAP by forming the file FOR30. 
mf = psi grid size + 1 (set=41). 
psicut, psimin = maximum and minimum psl values. (psimin=0.) 
rmin, rmax = minimum and maximum maj. radii, ln cm. 
amin, zmax = minimum and maximum z of plasma, ln cm. 
teOkeV = peak electron temp, ln keV. 
xnO = peak plasma density, ln cra>*-3. 

NOTE: if outer flux surfaces are left out, psicut must be 
the psi value of the new outer flux surface. Also, the 

outer flux surfaces must be thrown out in FREYMAP by setting 
irup after the harmonic data has been read in (e.g. irup=l8). 

•file namesfor17 
npart=202 npskp=1 
mb=1 awb=1 bamp=100 
efract( 1,1) =0.584 efract.( 1,2)=0.19 efract( 1,3)=0.12 
ebkev=40. 
bhght=20. bwdth=20. blengt=370. 
nshape(1)=1 aphght=100. apwdth=100. npshap(1)=1 
nwdth(1)sl nhght(1)=1 
bhzfoc=370. bvtfoc=370. 
bdvghz=1.0 bdvgvt=1.C 

rplvot(1)=50. rmjpvt(1)=170. 
an0=5.00e*13 
angle1(1)=0. angle2(1)=0. angleBC1)=50.6 angle4(1)=0. 
zb=0. 
phirbdegs-39.4 

r1ohab=130. r2chab=220. zchab=80. 
ndelth=6 ndth=5 ndpsi=l8 

$end 
The above data Is the Input for the code FREIMAP. It is 
documented ln ORNI./TM-6845. A couple of things have been 
added: 
phlrbdeg = real phi value of the point where the beam enters 

the plasma at rmax, in degrees, 
zb = z of bean, meters, for plotting purposes only, 
ndelth, ndth, ndpsl = grid parameters for the routine MAGMAP. 
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Also, set. npart = number of particles desired + 2 (The code makes 
npart-2 neutral particles for some reason). 

•/Job file BEAM131 - S. Hokin, August 1982, ORNI . 
•/ This job file computes orbits and heating deposition for 
•/fast ions whose birth points have been computed by the code 
•/FREXMAP. It is set up for the reference 1=2, ra=12 continuous 
•/torsatron (case #131). 
•/ The code uses as input the namelist file FOROU, which is 
•/self-de.scribing, and the file of birth points F0R09, in addition 
•/to data files containing harmonic data. 
•/ Output from the code (ORBITH) consists of heating, fast ion, 
•/and thermal ion deposition profile plots, and a data file 
•/giving the starting locations of the ions and the profile 
•/data in numerical form, 
•file namesforOM 

ebeani=40. atmasssl. 
maxorb=200 icase=<1> 
imcs=1 
goo=10. iscatt=1 
relerr=1.e-6 abserr=1.e-6 
bcomp=.50,.25,.25 frabs=1.,1.,1. 

end 
The above is the input Tor the code ORBITH. 

ebeam = full energy of beam (not needed - comes from F0R09). 
maxorb = number of fast, ion orbits in F0R09. 
imcs s flag: set=1 for siowing-down, set=0 for none, 
goo = slowing-down goosing factor, 
iscatt = flag: set=1 for scattering, set=0 for none, 
bcomp = full-, half-, and third-energy neutral fractions, 
frabs = fraction of full-, half-, and third-energy components 
absorbed by the plasma (bconp and frabs from FREYMAP output). 
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Fig. 2. A sample grid thai the subroutine MAGMAP uses. The point 
being mapped is marked with an "xB. 
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ORNL-DWG 8 2 - 3 3 5 5 FED 

Fig. 3* <Kt) along a tangential chord through the plasma, tangent 
to the torus and 5 cm Inside the magnetic axis. 
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O R N L - D W G 8 2 - 3 3 5 6 F E D 

F i g . 1 . A p e n c i l - b e a m b i r t h p r o f i l e . O v e r 95% o f t h e beam i s 

a b s o r b e d by t h e p l a s m a i n t h i s c a s e . 
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Fig. 6. An orbit (projected to a constant $ plane) for a perpendicularly injected 30-keV particle; 
it becomes helically trapped and drifts out of the machine. 0\ert 50% of fast ions produced by perpen-
dicular injection suffer this fate. (However, the production of a radial electric field tends to reduce 
this loss.) 
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7. An orbit for a tangentially injected 40-keV particle; it is well contained, as are 
all tangentially injected particles at these energies. 
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Fig. 9 . Fast ion deposition: the fraction of time that fast ions 
spend between ip and ip + dtp as they slow down. 
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Fig. 10* Plasma fueling: the locations at which the 100 test 
particles reside after they have slowed down. 
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